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THE BEAUTIFUL YEARS
1. Henry Williamson. The Beautiful Years. A Tale of Childhood. Collins, London 1921. First

edition of the author’s first book. 8vo. 248pp + iv publisher’s advertisements at rear. Top
edge dust marked. A little wear to head and base of spine and cloth lifting a little in a number
of places. Preliminary leaves spotted. Former owner name inked to front endpaper. Quite a
nice bright copy, almost inevitably missing the dust wrapper. The author’s first book, of
which 750 copies were printed, and the first part of his four-volume The Flax of Dream
sequence. £125
2. Henry Williamson. The Beautiful Years. Faber, London 1929. Revised edition. An advance

review copy containing transposed lines on p.62, subsequently corrected in the published
edition. 8vo. A little dusty and with slight browning to fly-leaves. Spine exhibits a single
crease which runs head-to-toe. Missing dust wrapper. Neat inscription of former owner. £35

THE LONE SWALLOWS
3. Henry Williamson. The Lone Swallows. Collins, London [1922]. First edition of

Williamson’s second book. 8vo. 245pp + publisher's catalogue. Linen-backed boards and a
chipped and very lightly tanned paper spine label. Bottom- and fore edges untrimmed.
Boards just a little rubbed at tips of corners and with some spotting to the first five or six
leaves. Endpapers browned. Neatly inked contemporary former owner gift inscription. Quite
a bright copy of this rather frail production. No jacket called for. Thirty-one nature essays
which were never subsequently published in this original form. £55
4. Henry Williamson. The Lone Swallows. Dutton, New York 1926. First American edition.

8vo. Attractive patterned paper boards, backed in purple-grey cloth, with labels printed in red
on the front and spine. Pictorial endpapers by Charles Cartwright. Two edges untrimmed.
Very minor foxing to fly-leaves, but otherwise very good. In really rather worn wrapper,
faded to illegibility at spine, and missing several portions. £70

MIDSUMMER NIGHT
5. Henry Williamson. Midsummer Night. Collins’ Clear-Type Press, ‘New World’ series,

London [1924]. First edition thus. 8vo. 105pp + i publisher’s catalogue at rear. Original blue
linen-covered card, lettered in black at upper board (the title here A Midsummer Night), very
lightly chafed at one or two extremities. Photographic frontispiece. A little light spotting to
the fore edge of the first four or five leaves and to occasional leaf margins. A very good copy.
No dust wrapper, as issued. Sixteen of the nature essays from The Lone Swallows (1922)
issued (together with a companion volume of another thirteen essays, The Incoming of the
Summer) for use as a school text book. Exceedingly scarce – copies very rarely come onto
the market. £275

DANDELION DAYS
6. Henry Williamson. Dandelion Days. The second volume of The Flax of Dream sequence.

Collins, London 1922. First edition – never reprinted in this original form. 8vo. 299pp + [vi]
publisher’s advertisements bound in at rear. Spine ends nicked, cloth a little rubbed at tips of
corners, top edge dust marked and publisher’s orange spine panel lettering a little faded.
Endpapers lightly browned and with the occasional finger smudge and minor fox blemish to
leaf margins. Binding a little tender in places. A nice crisp copy of the author’s third book,
and the highly elusive second volume of his Flax of Dream sequence. Former owner name
inked to front pastedown. Missing the highly fugitive dust wrapper. 600 copies were printed.
£150
7. Henry Williamson. Dandelion Days. Book two of The Flax of Dream sequence. Faber,

London 1930. The second edition, heavily revised and here published by Faber eight years
after the original Collins edition. 8vo. 313pp. Top edge dust marked and with a light trace of
browning and spotting to endpapers. A very good copy in dust wrapper, lightly spotted and
tanned and with some more extensive tanning to spine panel with also exhibits several
lengthy tears and some loss to head and base (the top portion has been retained and loosely
held in place). An introductory note from the author, in the form of a letter to his agent
Andrew Dakers, notes that “only seventeen sentences remain of the original published
version”. 2,500 copies were printed. £40

THE PEREGRINE’S SAGA
8. Henry Williamson. The Peregrine's Saga and Other Stories of the Country Green. Collins,

London 1923. First edition. 8vo. 301pp + viii publisher's catalogue at rear. Green vertically
ribbed cloth. With a frontispiece and four plates by Warwick Reynolds. Some notable
chafing to cloth, especially at upper board, and a little discolouration. Some spotting to edges
and preliminary leaves and binding just a little tender at half-title. A good, sound copy,
missing the uncommon dust wrapper. Former owner name inked to the head of the front free
endpaper. Williamson’s scarce fourth book, of which 600 copies were printed, and the first of
his publications to be illustrated. Never reprinted in this original form. £25
9. Henry Williamson. Sun Brothers. E.P.Dutton, New York 1925. The first American edition

of The Peregrine’s Saga, slightly revised, and the first of Williamson’s books to be published
in the US. 8vo. 298pp. Mottled grey-green paper-boards with paper spine and title labels.
Decorated endpapers. Corners and board extremities a little rubbed and chafed and paper
spine label a little chipped. An extremely crisp and bright copy of an uncommon edition,
lacking the dust wrapper. Tiny dealer plate to front pastedown. Sixteen stories, the order
rearranged from the UK edition of 1923, the five illustrations omitted and with some fairly
minor textural revisions to each story. £75
10. Henry Williamson. The Peregrine’s Saga and Other Wild Tales. With illustrations by

C.F.Tunnicliffe. Putnam, London 1934. The first illustrated edition – this being the cheaper
issue, published a little after the first and with a different dust wrapper design, but otherwise
identical in all respects. 8vo. 265pp. With a frontispiece, twenty-three full-page wood
engravings and twelve tailpiece line drawings, all by Tunnicliffe. A strip of light partial
browning to endpapers, top edge dust marked and a little stained, and binding cracked
between pages 176-77 with a touch of soiled in those two leaves. Quite a crisp and bright
copy in chafed, rubbed, tanned and dust soiled dust wrapper, internally reinforced and with
some miscellaneous staining to the spine panel. Contemporary former owner gift inscription
neatly inked to the front free endpaper. £20

THE DREAM OF FAIR WOMEN
11. Henry Williamson. The Dream of Fair Women. E.P.Dutton, New York 1924. The scarce

first US edition. 8vo. 463pp. Gilt-shot patterned paper boards backed in cloth with title and
spine labels. Lower edge rough trimmed. Corners rubbed, boards marked and backstrip
faded, rubbed at ends and with some wear. Spine label chipped and partially defective. A tiny
hint of spotting to endpapers, else a surprisingly crisp and bright copy internally. Former
owner name inked to rear pastedown. Lacking the dust wrapper. This first US issue includes
several minor textural alterations which were apparently unauthorised and appear in no other
edition. Very uncommon – we have only offered a single copy of this title in the last ten
years. £250
12. Henry Williamson. The Dream of Fair Women. Faber, London 1931. The signed limited

edition, number 196 out of a total edition of 200 copies printed on handmade paper. Royal
8vo. 446pp. Buckram covers, gold-stamped at spine and upper board. Top edge gilt, others
untrimmed. Buckram lightly chafed and scored in one or two places, and very lightly rubbed
at spine ends. A very good copy. A reworking of the original 1924 text, produced in a
uniform style with the signed limited issues of The Beautiful Years, Dandelion Days and The
Pathway respectively issued between 1929-1931. £150
13. Henry Williamson. The Dream of Fair Women. Dutton, New York 1931. The first US

edition of the revised text (this title was originally published in the US by Dutton in 1924;
this new, heavily reworked text was completed in New York by Williamson in three weeks
during his first American trip). 8vo. 446pp. Two-tone blue weave cloth, sunned at spine and a
little rubbed at head and base. Endpapers fractionally browned. A very good, bright copy in
quite poor dust wrapper, tanned and a little spotted, with several areas of tape reinforcements,
a little scuffing and a single lengthy tear. £10

THE OLD STAG
14. Henry Williamson. The Old Stag. Putnam, London 1926. First edition. 8vo. 298pp. A strip

of partial browning to endpapers, and a touch of spotting to edges, occasionally encroaching
just a fraction to leaf margins. A very good copy housed in an extremely well preserved
example of the dust wrapper, a little rubbed at the head of the spine panel with several tiny
fractions of loss. Twelve stories, Williamson’s sixth book; twelve stories including accounts
of staghunting, foxhunting and hare-coursing, tales of less common birds, including the
heron, cormorant, and red kite, and several oddities including The Yellow Boots, a tale of a
convict escaped from Princeton jail in Dartmoor. £45
15. Henry Williamson. Stumberleap: A Story Taken from The Old Stag. “With Greetings from

G.P.Putnam's Sons" [no date - probably Christmas 1926]. The first (and only) separate
edition. 8vo. 33pp + vi adverts. Stapled card wrappers, featuring the design by Lionel
Edwards reproduced from the jacket of The Old Stag, slightly creased and nicked at yapped
edges as is common. Some discolouration to the inner rear wrapper, else a super copy
internally, with scarcely a trace of the spotting which usually afflicts this publication. £35
16. Henry Williamson. The Old Stag and Other Hunting Stories. With illustrations by

C.F.Tunnicliffe. G.P.Putnam, London 1933. The first illustrated edition. 8vo. 285pp.
Tunnicliffe provides a wood engraved frontispiece, twenty-four full-page wood engravings,
and nine line drawings. Some staining to cloth at and adjacent to the base of spine panel, and
a little spotting to edges, endpapers and one or two preliminary and concluding leaves. A nice
bright copy, very crisp internally but lacking the dust wrapper. £10

TARKA THE OTTER
17. Henry Williamson. Tarka the Otter. His Joyful Water-Life and Death in the County of the

Two Rivers. With an introduction by the Hon. Sir John Fortescue K.C.V.O. G.P.Putnam &
Sons Ltd, London 1927. First edition, the deluxe, large-paper issue, limited to 1,000 copies.
Tall 8vo. Brown cloth-backed cream buckram with a gold-stamped leather spine label. Top
edge gilt, others untrimmed. No jacket, as issued. Buckram a little darkened and chafed at
spine and leather spine label lightly rubbed. Tips of several corners lightly rubbed with some
light browning to a single blank preliminary leaf. A very crisp and bright copy of an
increasing scarce volume. £250
18. Henry Williamson. Tarka the Otter. His Joyful Water-Life and Death in the Country of the

Two Rivers. With an introduction by Sir John Fortescue. Putnam, London 1927. First trade
edition (issued alongside a limited edition of 1,100 large paper copies). 8vo. 255pp.
Endpapers lightly browned, and with former owner details inked to the front pastedown,
offset to the adjacent endpaper. A hint of spotting to fore edge, encroaching to the margins
(only) of half a dozen leaves. A very good copy, housed in the original Hester Sainsbury dust
wrapper, which is now exceedingly uncommon. The wrapper is tanned at the spine panel, and
also, quite lightly, at the margins to front and rear panels; and also a little rubbed at tips of
corners and spine ends, with several tiny slivers of loss. Scarce indeed with the dust wrapper,
more so than the limited large-paper edition. £325
19. Henry Williamson. The Illustrated Tarka the Otter. With an introduction by Richard

Williamson and photographs by Simon McBride. Webb & Bower, Exeter 1985. A new
edition, with over fifty colour photographs and a further sixty in monochrome, plus a new
introduction and twelve on Tunniclffe’s wood engraved headpieces now appearing as
tailpieces. Small 4to. 207pp. A fine copy in fine price-clipped dust wrapper. £10
20. Henry Williamson. Tarka the Otter. Diamond Jubilee reprint of prospectus and order form.

The Henry Williamson Society, 1987. 4pp. The prospectus and order form of Williamson's
classic. Reprinted by the Henry Williamson Society to celebrate the Diamond Jubilee of the
original publication. Includes a description of the text, the history of the books realisation, a
glowing quotation from John Galsworthy and an extract of the introduction by Sir John
Fortescue. In fine state. £2.50

THE PATHWAY
21. Henry Williamson. The Pathway. Book four of The Flax of Dream sequence. Jonathan

Cape, London 1928. First edition. 8vo. 415pp. Top edge dust marked and with some spotting
and fairly light partial browning to endpapers. A very good copy in dust wrapper, tanned at
spine panel, and a little dust soiled and rubbed at extremities and with a tiny nick to the base
of the rear panel and an inch-long tear the to head of the rear flap. (The blurb on the front
wrapper flap contains the required misprint "last generation" instead of "lost generation"). A
very good copy of the fourth and final volume of Williamson’s The Flax of Dream sequence.
£50

WILLIAMSON AND THE GREAT WAR
22. Henry Williamson. The Wet Flanders Plain. Beaumont Press, London 1929. First edition.

Number 331 of 400 numbered copies on hand-made paper [numbers 1-80 were signed]. Tall
8vo. Quarter-bound paper-covered fawn cloth featuring a striking design by Randolph
Schwabe who also contributes a title-page illustration. Spine just a little darkened and top
edge lightly dust marked with a hint of spotting. In virtually fine state. £250
A fusion of Williamson’s two post-war visits to the Western Front battlefields, the first
in 1925 and again in 1927, arranged in a loose diary format and merging his
recollections with the contemporary scene.
23. Henry Williamson. The Wet Flanders Plain. Faber, London 1929. First trade edition

(following a limited edition of 400 copies issued by Beaumont the previous year; this Faber
issue very slightly revised). 8vo. 147pp. Top edge dust marked and endpaper very lightly
browned. A trace of miscellaneous staining to occasional leaf margins. Very good in tanned,
edgeworn and internally repaired dust wrapper with a small area of loss from the head of the
spine panel (impacting ‘The’). 2990 copies were printed. £75
24. Henry Williamson. The Wet Flanders Plain. Gliddon Books, Norfolk 1987. Reprint of the

original 1929 Beaumont edition with additional material and an introduction. 8vo. With eight
photographs. A fine copy in dust wrapper, just fractionally faded at spine panel. £20
25. Henry Williamson. The Patriot's Progress. Being the Vicissitudes of Pte. John Bullock.

With 125 lino-cuts by William Kermode. Geoffrey Bles, London 1930. First edition. Tall
8vo. 194pp. Buckram. Publisher’s red stain to top edge. Very good indeed in price-clipped
dust wrapper, somewhat tanned at spine panel, a little dust soiled and rubbed and chafed at
extremities. Internal tape reinforcement to head of spine panel. A handsome production. £40

THE ACKYMALS
26. Henry Williamson. The Ackymals. Windsor Press, San Francisco, 1929.

First edition limited to 225 numbered and signed copies (this being #171). Small 4to. 23pp. Clothbacked floral-patterned paper boards. With decorations by Julian Links. Faint trace of former
dealer pencilled price to the tip of the front free endpaper, else a virtually fine copy, housed
in the original unprinted tissue protector and slipcase, this last just a little discoloured, and
rubbed at corner tips. This is the first and only separate edition of this Williamson story,
which was originally printed in The London Mercury in January 1927 and is here slightly
revised. £150

27. Henry Williamson. The Ackymals. Windsor Press, San Francisco, 1929.

First edition limited to 225 numbered and signed copies (this being #165). Small 4to. 23pp. Clothbacked floral-patterned paper boards. With decorations by Julian Links. Pastedowns and free
endpapers lightly spotted and with a former owner bookplate to the front pastedown. Very
good in the original unprinted tissue protector, slightly defective at spine panel, and rubbed,
spotted and discoloured slipcase. £100

THE VILLAGE BOOK
28. Henry Williamson. The Village Book. Jonathan Cape, London 1930. The deluxe issue of the

first edition, limited to 504 numbered and signed copies, this being #53. 8vo. 342pp.
Vellum-backed cloth, lettered in gold at spine and with Williamson’s owl logo gold-stamped
to the upper board. With a portrait frontispiece and two brief sketches by the author. Top
edge gilt, others untrimmed. Some uneven fading to cloth at extremities and a miniscule
bump to the tip of a single corner, but internally a fine copy. Lacking the unprinted glassine
protector, but with both paper flaps laid-in. A selection of tales and sketches based upon and
written during the time Williamson spent living in Georgeham (‘Ham’). £125
29. Henry Williamson. The Village Book. Jonathan Cape, London 1930. First edition. 8vo.

342pp. Portrait frontispiece. Some very light partial browning to endpapers, and some
additional light browning to two text leaves as a result of a newspaper review having been
stored there. Very good indeed in very good dust wrapper, tanned at spine pane as is
customary with this production, and a little marked, chafed and with several short closed
tears. Former owner inscription neatly inked to front endpaper. £30

THE WILD RED DEER OF EXMOOR
30. Henry Williamson. The Wild Red Deer of Exmoor. A Digression on the Logic and Ethics

and Economics of Staghunting in England To-day. Faber, London 1931. The first trade
edition (following a limited issue of just 75 copies). Slim 8vo. 64pp. Paper-covered boards.
Publisher’s vibrant green stain to top edge. The tiniest hint of shelf wear to spine ends, else a
fine copy in very good dust wrapper, with just a touch of very minor chafing to one or two
extremities. An extremely good example of a book which is seldom found in such pristine
condition. £50
31. Henry Williamson. The Wild Red Deer of Exmoor. A Digression on Stag-Hunting. Faber,

London 1931. The first trade edition. Slim 8vo. 64pp. Paper-covered boards. Fore edge
fractionally foxed and head and foot of spine panel rubbed, else a very good, bright copy. In
price-clipped, tanned and chipped dust wrapper. Neat name of former owner. £25

THE LABOURING LIFE
32. Henry Williamson. The Labouring Life. Cape, London 1932. The deluxe issue of the first

edition, limited to 122 hand-numbered copies signed by the author (this being #35). 8vo.
492pp. Brown cloth, vellum backed. Top edge gilt, others untrimmed. With a tissue-protected
portrait frontispiece and map-illustrated endpapers, designed by the author. Endpapers and
fore edges very lightly spotted. Very good indeed and housed in the original unprinted
glassine protector with marbled paper flaps. £250
33. Henry Williamson. The Labouring Life. Jonathan Cape, London 1932. First edition. 8vo.

491pp. With two-colour map-illustrated endpapers (drawn by the author) and a photographic
portrait frontispiece. A touch of spotting to top- and fore edge, else a virtually fine copy in
price-clipped dust wrapper, tanned a spine panel, and lightly dust marked and edge worn with
two or three minute slivers of loss. A collection of thirty essays and sketches recounting
village life in the decade following the Great War. Both this book and its companion piece,
The Village Book (1930), were rearranged and revised by Williamson in 1945 to form Tales
of a Devon Village and Life in a Devon Village. £75

34. Henry Williamson. As the Sun Shines. Dutton, New York 1933. The first American edition

of The Labouring Life, with a few minor alterations, not to be confused with Williamson's
1941 novel of the same name. 8vo. 491pp. Spine lettering quite dulled as invariably seems to
be the case and backstrip faded. Some browning to endpapers and pastedowns else an
unusually crisp and bright copy of one of the scarcest of Williamson's American editions,
Lacking the uncommon dust wrapper. £75

THE STAR-BORN
35. Henry Williamson. The Star-Born. With wood engravings by C.F.Tunnicliffe. Faber,

London 1933. First edition – one of a deluxe issue of 70 specially bound, numbered and
signed copies printed on handmade paper – this copy unsigned and marked ‘Out of Series’.
Tall 8vo. Green parchment-vellum. Top edge gilt, others untrimmed. Illustrated with fifteen
full-page wood-engravings, eighteen tailpieces and two vignettes by C.F.Tunnicliffe. Boards
lifting a fraction and vellum quite faded at backstrip. Internally in fine state. One of the
scarcest editions in the Williamson canon. This deluxe issue was originally to be limited to
fifty copies but the print run was increased quite late in the publication process necessitating
the disposal of the first gathering which Williamson had already signed. Included with this
volume is one of those original fifty signed colophons. £350
36. Henry Williamson. The Star-Born. The discarded signature for the deluxe issue.

Disbound pages, one of fifty uncut and discarded signatures of the deluxe edition of
Williamson's The Star-Born, which was originally to be limited to fifty copies. That number
was increased by twenty when subscriptions were higher than anticipated, but as copies of
the colophon (stating the limitation) had already been printed and signed these were
discarded and a new revised signature printed. This colophon for the unpublished edition of
fifty copies is signed in red ink by the author (none were numbered). The signature comprises
the signed colophon, half title, title page with owl engraved by Tunnicliffe (two other small
Tunnicliffe vignettes), dedication, introduction, contents, two pages of text; the discarded
batch was apparently hoarded for years by Richard de la Mare in his Faber office. In fine
state. £55
37. Henry Williamson. The Star-Born. With a brief introduction by the author and fifteen full-

page engravings, eighteen tailpieces and two vignettes by C.F.Tunnicliffe. Faber, London
1933. First edition (not the cheaper issue published later the same year). Tall 8vo. 235pp.
Printed on vellum paper and bound into green cloth. Top edge gilt, others untrimmed.
Backstrip and board edges exhibiting just a little discolouration and with a narrow strip of
very minor browning to endpapers. Tiny dealer plate to base of front pastedown. Very good
indeed in dust wrapper, a little spotted, rubbed and chafed and with two short internally
repaired tears and a single tiny fraction of loss. 2,000 copies were printed. £50
38. Henry Williamson. The Star-Born. With drawings by Mildred Eldridge. Faber, London

1948. The revised edition, newly illustrated by Mildred Eldridge. 8vo. 202pp. Just a hint of
spotting to endpapers and a small mark to the base of the title page. An extremely clean and
bright copy in dust wrapper, tanned at spine panel, lightly chafed in one or two places and
with a little loss to head and base of spine. Eldridge provides eight full-page lithographs and
thirty-five line drawings. An extensively revised edition of a novel originally published in
1933, the rewrite based on the rediscovery of some old notebooks by Williamson (the
original manuscript was lost and the first edition re-produced largely from "the extraordinary
memory of a friend who heard it read one September night, in a Devon cottage". Valediction,
The Dream of Fair Women). £10

ON FOOT IN DEVON
39. Henry Williamson. On Foot in Devon, or Guidance and Gossip, being a Monologue in Two

Reels. Alexander Maclehose, London 1933. First edition (never reprinted). 8vo. 195pp. Mapillustrated endpapers, plus a frontispiece and seven photographic plates. With a printed
dedication “To Miss A[nne] T[homas] who did all the work”. Edges very lightly spotted,
binding a little sprung and with a single tiny indentation to the read of the rear board. Quite a
nice, bright copy in the handsome C.F.Tunnicliffe-illustrated dust wrapper, tanned at spine
panel and a little chafed at edges. A narrative of excursions to the North and South Devon
coasts, never reprinted, although there were at least seven very slightly varying states of the
dust wrapper (this particular example is not noted by Matthews). £35

THE GOLD FALCON
40. Henry Williamson (published anonymously). The Gold Falcon, or The Haggard of Love.

Being the Adventures of Manfred, Airman and Poet of the World War, and later, Husband
and Father, in Search of Freedom and Personal Sunrise, in the City of New York; and of the
Consummation of his Life. Faber, London 1933. First edition. 8vo. 415pp. Top edge dust
marked and just a trace of light spotting to fore edge. A very crisp and bright copy in spotted,
dust marked and w little nicked and torn dust wrapper. A roman à clef of the thirties, with the
added frisson of anonymity and with pseudonymous appearances from various literary
figures of the day including T.E.Lawrence, Siegfried Sassoon, Aldous Huxley, T.S.Eliot,
H.G.Wells, D.H.Lawrence, J.B.Priestley and C.R.W.Nevinson (who threatened to sue). £85

THE LINHAY ON THE DOWNS
41. Henry Williamson. The Linhay on the Downs and Other Adventures in the Old and the New

World. Jonathan Cape, London 1934. First edition. 8vo. 315pp. Buckram. With a
photographic frontispiece and seven photographs by the author. This copy inscribed and
dated (1945) by Williamson on the front endpaper. Buckram lightly marked and faded
(especially at spine) as is common. With a tiny hole punched in spine. Internally in super
state. In marked, tanned and chipped dust wrapper with a little loss to foot of spine panel.
£150
42. Henry Williamson. The Linhay on the Downs and Other Adventures in the Old and the New

World. With photographs, mostly taken by the author. Jonathan Cape, London 1934. First
edition. 8vo. 315pp. Buckram. A little fading and discolouration to backstrip and small bump
to the tip of a single corner. A lovely crisp copy in tanned, dust-marked, nicked and chipped
dust wrapper. Fifty essays, reviews, studies and other short pieces, including a section
devoted to Williamson's travels in North America and passages from The Sun in the Sands
which do not appear in the 1941 book of the same name. £35
43. Henry Williamson. The Linhay on the Downs [and] The Firing Gatherer. Two stories. Elkin

Mathews & Marrot ‘The Woburn Books’, London 1929. First edition, limited to 530
numbered copies, each one initialled by the author (this one being #111). 8vo. 26pp.
Decorated paper-covered boards with similar motif repeated on front and rear endpapers. A
small bump to the tips of two corners and a little light browning to the free endpapers (as is
common with this series). A very good copy in dust wrapper, with some spotting to the front
panel, and a little darkening to the spine panel which is also lightly chipped at the ends with
several tiny fractions of loss. £45

DEVON HOLIDAY
44. Henry Williamson. Devon Holiday. Jonathan Cape, London 1935. First edition (never

reprinted). 8vo. 317pp. Buckram. A little light spotting to edges and buckram faded at spine
and board extremities as is so often the case. A nice, bright copy in dust wrapper, tanned at
spine panel, a little edge worn, nicked and spotted with an inch or so or loss to spine ends,
impacting (just) the publisher’s imprint and (more notably) the title text. Former owner name
and date inked to front endpaper, alongside a handsome bookplate. £30
A light-hearted narrative links six short stories (mostly hitherto unpublished in
bookform), whilst a postscript laments the sudden death of T.E.Lawrence (who appears
as "G.B.Everest") and reproduces the 'last telegram'.

SALAR THE SALMON
45. Henry Williamson. Salar the Salmon. Faber, London, 1935. First edition. 8vo. 319pp. With

a title page decoration and one small vignette by C.F.Tunnicliffe, who also supplies
unaccredited map-illustrated endpaper decorations. Publisher's pink top edge stain
considerably faded and also exhibiting a touch of fox-spotting, as does the fore edge. A very
good copy – particularly crisp internally – and housed in the handsome double-spread colour
dust wrapper designed by Tunnicliffe, price-clipped and nicked at the spine ends and corner
tips with several slivers of loss. Former owner name neatly inked to the head of a blank
flyleaf. £40
46. Henry Williamson. Salar the Salmon. Faber, London 1936. First edition this, the scarce

‘extra-illustrated’ edition which includes sixteen Tunnicliffe colour plates which do not
appear in any other edition. Tall 8vo. 324pp. Silvery patterned cloth, lettered and decorated in
silver at spine. Top edge silver-stained, others rough-trimmed. Green endpapers featuring
various Tunnicliffe vignettes. Illustrated with sixteen colour plates, twenty-five header pieces
(reproduced from the American issue of earlier the same year), and a further twenty-three
new illustrations and vignettes. Backstrip sunned and with some discolouration to the
extremities of the upper and lower boards as, alas, is often the case. The faintest trace of
spotting to half title and one blank preliminary, else an extremely crisp and bright copy
internally, but lacking the handsome and really quite uncommon dust wrapper. Contemporary
former owner name and date neatly inked to head of half-title. £95

THE FLAX OF DREAM
47. Henry Williamson. The Flax of Dream. A novel in four books. Faber, London 1936. The

first and only single-volume edition, with a new foreword by the author. 8vo. 1415pp.
Printed on India paper. Errata slip. Binding cracked at dedication leaf, yet still sound. A nice
bright copy of quite a fragile production, housed in later state dust wrapper, lightly tanned at
spine panel and a little nicked and chipped at spine ends with several tiny slivers of loss.
Former owner name and date inked to front endpaper and subsequently struck through. £45
48. Henry Williamson. The Flax of Dream. Complete in four volumes comprising The Beautiful

Years, Dandelion Days, The Dream of Fair Women and The Pathway. Faber, London 19291931 and Jonathan Cape, London 1931. Four volume uniform set, printed on hand-made
paper, each volume limited to 200 numbered and signed copies. Tall 8vo. Gilt-lettered
buckram. Top edges gilt, others untrimmed. Backstrips of two volumes very lightly faded.
An exceptionally clean and bright set of an increasingly scarce sequence, with hardly a sign
of the browning or spotting which usually affects the endpapers. £600

GOODBYE WEST COUNTRY
49. Henry Williamson. Goodbye West Country. Illustrated with thirty photographic plates,

mostly taken by the author. Putnam, London 1937. First edition, first state (not the
subsequent cheap issue). 8vo. 399pp. Edges and three or four preliminary leaves lightly
spotted and with a little further spotting to occasional leaf margins. A very good copy in the
correct first state pictorial dust wrapper (priced at 10s 6d and with three advertisements on
the rear panel) faded at spine panel with a touch of very light edge wear and dust marking
and a lengthy tear to the front flap join. The author and title have been neatly inked to the
interior of the dust wrapper. Tiny dealer plate to the base of the front pastedown. A series of
memories, reflections and previously unused sketches of West Country life, arranged in the
form of a diary and including a lengthy account of the author’s 1935 visit to Germany and the
"Reichsparteitag am Nurnberg" at which he was present. £40
50. Henry Williamson. Goodbye West Country. Illustrated with thirty photographic plates,

mostly taken by the author. Putnam, London 1937. First edition (the cheap issue bound in a
slightly different coloured cloth and with the blue-and-black printed dust wrapper). 8vo.
399pp. Top edge lightly dust marked with some browning to blank front and rear flyleaves
and some very occasional light spotting to a dozen of so leaf margins. A very good copy in
the cheap issue pictorial dust wrapper (priced at 5s and with two advertisements on the rear
panel), just a little dust soiled and chafed at one or two extremities and with two tiny slivers
of loss, but still very good. £50
51. Henry Williamson. Goodbye West Country. Illustrated with photographs. Little Brown &

Co, Boston 1938. The first American edition, a reduced text (and the only other published
issue, bar the UK edition of the previous year). 8vo. 369pp. Spine ends lightly worn with a
small tear to the cloth at the head of the backstrip and a tiny sliver of loss to the base of the
title page. Very good in price-clipped dust wrapper featuring a drawing by Allen Pope; the
wrapper somewhat worn and dust soiled with four or five small areas of loss and an enclosed
tear to the rear panel-spine panel join. For this US edition the plate number was reduced from
thirty-one to just eight, and a thirty-page extract was omitted (the absent text relating to
Williamson’s script and broadcast for the BBC, presumably of little interest to American
readers). £20

THE CHILDREN OF SHALLOWFORD
52. Henry Williamson. The Children of Shallowford. Faber, London 1939. First edition. 8vo.

292pp. With a frontispiece and sixteen photographs by the author. Binding a fraction cocked
and cloth rubbed at top edge. A hint of spotting to endpapers. Neat former owner gift
inscription neatly inked to front endpaper. A nice, bright copy in price-clipped dust wrapper,
tanned at spine panel, a little faded and dust marked and nicked and rubbed at extremities. An
affectionate and mostly literal account of the early years of Williamson’s growing family,
based in part on a series of articles called Tales of My Children which he had contributed to
Family in 1935. £35
53. Henry Williamson. The Children of Shallowford. Faber, London 1959. The revised edition,

extensively rewritten and rearranged with additional (revised) extracts from Goodbye West
Country with several passages of new text which did not appear in the original 1939 edition.
8vo. 218pp. Edges and endpapers very lightly spotted with a tiny dealer plate to the front
pastedown (obscured by the wrapper flap). A very good copy in dust wrapper, lightly faded
at spine panel and with two tiny edge tears. £15

THE STORY OF A NORFOLK FARM
54. Henry Williamson. The Story of a Norfolk Farm. Faber, London 1941. First edition. 8vo.

403pp. With two-colour map-illustrated endpapers designed by C.F.Tunnicliffe, plus a
photographic frontispiece and ten plates. Top edge, endpapers and several preliminary leaves
lightly spotted. A very good copy in dust wrapper, lightly spotted, soiled and edgeworn with
several small nicks and slivers of loss. Lengthy contemporary gift inscription inked to a blank
preliminary. An account of the early years of Williamson's farming efforts in Old Hall Farm,
Stiffkey (he farmed there for eight years from December 1937 until September 1945). £75
55. Henry Williamson. The Story of a Norfolk Farm. With wood engravings by Christopher

Wormell. Clive Holloway Books, London 1986. The newly-illustrated edition (which also
includes a new three-page introduction by the author’s son). 8vo. 403pp. Map-illustrated
endpapers (reprints of Tunnicliffe's original endpaper designs). With a frontispiece, sixteen
full-page woodcut illustrations, and various vignettes in the text, plus an additional engraving
on the upper panel of the dust wrapper. A touch of tanning to leaf margins which, alas, is
common with this productions, else a fine copy in virtually fine dust wrapper. £20

AS THE SUN SHINES
56. Henry Williamson. As the Sun Shines. Faber, London 1941. First edition. 8vo. 160pp. Head

of upper board a little spotted. A very crisp and bright copy in dust wrapper, tanned at spine
panel and very lightly rubbed at top edge. A collection of previously published excerpts. £20

THE SUN IN THE SANDS
57. Henry Williamson. The Sun in the Sands. Faber, London 1945. First edition. 8vo. 249pp.

Portrait frontispiece. Tiny indentation to the head of the upper and lower board, and
preliminary leaves lightly spotted. A nice crisp copy, albeit produced on slightly inferior
wartime paperstock, housed in the dust wrapper, a slightly tanned and dust marked example
with a short tear to the head of the spine panel and a little chafing to spine ends and tips of
corners. £12

TALES OF A DEVON VILLAGE / LIFE IN A DEVON VILLAGE

58. Henry Williamson. Tales of a Devon Village. Faber, London 1945. First edition. 8vo.

224pp. Very good indeed in slightly chafed, nicked and dust marked dust wrapper, internally
reinforced at the head of the spine panel. Comprises fifteen tales, mostly heavily revised by
the author from his collections The Village Book (1930) and Labouring Life (1932). £15
59. Henry Williamson. Life in a Devon Village. Faber, London 1945. First edition. 8vo. 288pp.

Top edge and endpapers lightly spotted. A very good copy, albeit printed on slightly poor
quality wartime paperstock, housed in price-clipped dust wrapper, a little chipped at spine
ends. The companion piece to Tales of a Devon Village (1945), compiled from elements of
The Village Book (1932) and The Labouring Life (1932) “two books I wrote some years
ago…I was never fully satisfied with them; they were a collection of varying fragments,
rather than unified books. Now, after an interval of several years of hard physical work…I
have set about giving each its own unity, based on what spirit of truth accompanies my life” –
from the author’s note. £12

THE PHASIAN BIRD
60. Henry Williamson. The Phasian Bird. Faber, London 1948. First edition – not the

simultaneously issued cheap edition. 8vo. 341pp. Publisher’s red stain to top edge. A tiny
bump to the tip of a single corner, else a fine copy in attractive Mildred Eldridge-illustrated
dust wrapper, very lightly creased and dust marked. Former owner name inked to front
endpaper. An extended nature story involving an oriental pheasant hatched in the nest of a
native British bird, set in the context of rural England during the Second World War. £15
61. Henry Williamson. The Phasian Bird. Faber, London 1948. First edition, the cheap issue

without the publisher’s top edge stain. 8vo. 341pp. A small area of discolouration to head of
spine and upper margin of front board. A very good, bright copy in attractive Mildred
Eldridge-illustrated dust wrapper, chipped at head and base of spine panel and tips of two
corners and with a little internal taped reinforcement. £8

SCRIBBLING LARK
62. Henry Williamson. Scribbling Lark. Faber, London 1949. First edition. 8vo. 158pp. Edges

lightly spotted and with a little further spotting to several preliminary and concluding leaves.
A nice crisp copy in pictorial dust wrapper, a little spotted, tanned and chafed with several
tiny fractions of loss to spine ends. A book for children, never subsequently reprinted in any
form whatsoever. £10

TALES OF MOORLAND AND ESTUARY
63. Henry Williamson. Tales of Moorland and Estuary. With drawings by Broom Lynne.

Macdonald, London 1953. First edition. 8vo. 256pp. Illustrated with twelve line drawings
and a dust wrapper design by Broom Lynne. Edges and several preliminary leaves a little
spotted. A very crisp copy in dust wrapper, a little spotted, tanned and nicked at head of spine
panel with two or three tiny slivers of loss. Contemporary former owner name inked to front
free endpaper. A collection of twelve short stories, four hitherto unprinted and most of the
remainder with minor revisions. £10

A CLEAR WATER STREAM
64. Henry Williamson. A Clear Water Stream. Faber, London 1958. First edition. 8vo. 229pp.

Top edge lightly spotted and with a scattering of discolouration to upper and lower boards,
but in fine state internally and housed in dust wrapper, tanned at spine panel and lightly
rubbed at edges with several tiny slivers of loss to spine ends. A very crisp copy, although
marred by a lengthy contemporary gift inscription inked to the front free endpaper. 5,000
copies were printed. £10
A lovingly chronicled account of Williamson's exploring, stocking and fishing in the
river adjacent to Shallowford Cottage, along with other memories of fishing in Canada
in 1930, the Hebrides in 1931 and Georgia in 1934. The only new, full-length book
Williamson wrote while engaged on The Chronicle of Ancient Sunlight.
65. Henry Williamson. A Clear Water Stream. Faber, London 1958. A proof copy of the first

edition in the publisher’s plain card wrappers. 8vo. Title inked to spine. Crease to front wrap,
otherwise a very clean and bright copy. £25

IN THE WOODS
66. Henry Williamson. In the Woods. A Fragment of Autobiography. St. Albert’s Press,

Llandeilo 1960. The deluxe issue of the first edition, #17 of fifty casebound copies signed by
the author (issued simultaneously with 950 paperback copies). Slim 8vo. 54pp. Papercovered buckram. A tiny hint of spotting to top edge and just a little more to endpapers. Two
tiny indentations to top edge and a small blemish from the binders glue to title page. A
virtually fine copy housed in the original unprinted tissue protector. Uncommon. £200
An account of an interlude in 1941 when Williamson returned to Georgeham under
wartime restrictions to clear some woodland; an episode subsequently incorporated
into Lucifer Before Sunrise.
67. Henry Williamson. In the Woods: A Fragment of Autobiography. St Albert's Press,

Llandeilo 1961. First edition. One of 950 hand-numbered copies. Slim 8vo. 54pp. Stiff card
wrappers. Just a hint of tanning to wrappers and spotting to top edge. A very good copy in
dust wrapper featuring a Thomas Bewick vignette, lightly rubbed at top edge and spotted at
rear panel. As usual, there is a variance with the publication date, the title page stating 1960
and the dust wrapper 1961 (the actual publication date was January 1961). £35

THE SCANDAROON
68. Henry Williamson. The Scandaroon With drawings by Ken Lilly. Macdonald, London

1972. First edition. 8vo. Top edge lightly spotted. Very good in lightly dust marked and
discoloured dust wrapper. Contemporary inked former owner name. £5

THE CHRONICLE OF ANCIENT SUNLIGHT
69. Henry Williamson. A Chronicle of Ancient Sunlight. Complete in fifteen volumes.

Macdonald, London 1951-1969. A first edition set of Williamson's celebrated semiautobiographical sequence of fifteen novels which explore the fortunes of one family during
the first half of the twentieth century. 8vo. Several top edges lightly spotted and dust marked,
with just a hint of light partial browning to the endpapers of four volumes. Former owner
name neatly inked to the front endpaper of one volume, and a tiny dealer plate to the front
pastedown of another. A small piece of the front endpaper of a single volume (Love and the
Loveless) has been carefully clipped, presumably to remove a former owner name or
inscription. An extremely crisp set in the original James Broom-Lynne-designed dust
wrappers, three of which have been price clipped, and several of which exhibit a little
rubbing and chafing to spine ends, although there is no significant loss to any. The spine
panel lettering of a single volume is quite tanned. A very nice example of an increasingly
scarce set - a Burgess Ninety-Nine. Laid-in is a short undated letter to Williamson
enquiring about the availability of a number of titles. Williamson has annotated and returned
the letter (“Sorry, I cannot tell you. I want some for myself, for revision, many of mine being
lost, stolen, and strayed. Regret brevity harvest 8am – 10am”). £1000
70. Henry Williamson. A Chronicle of Ancient Sunlight. Complete (as published) in 13

volumes. Panther, London 1962-1969. The second edition (and first paperback issue) of
Williamson's Chronicle. The (very slightly) revised text. Card wrappers. 8vo. Readership
creases to spines and some occasional chipping and wear to wrappers and spine ends.
Paperstock tanned. A nice reading set. Due to poor sales, Panther declined to publish the final
two volumes so this is the complete published set, albeit limited to thirteen rather than the
intended fifteen volumes. £95

71. Henry Williamson. A Chronicle of Ancient Sunlight. Complete in fifteen volumes.

Macdonald, London 1984-85. A reprint of the first edition, and the only other casebound
issue. 8vo. Original publisher’s boards. A little tanning to paperstock, else a fine set very
good dust wrappers, a number of which are a little marked and faded at spine panels. A very
nice set of Williamson’s celebrated and increasingly scarce sequence. £375
72. Henry Williamson. A Chronicle of Ancient Sunlight. Complete in fifteen volumes. Sutton,

Gloucestershire 1994-1999. A reprint of the first edition, with a new introduction by Anne
Williamson. This is the first complete paperback edition of Williamson's Chronicle (the
Panther edition from the late 1960s printed all bar the final two volumes). All fifteen volumes
in fine state bar a single volume with exhibits a light readership crease to the spine. No
former ownership names, inscriptions or bookplates to any volumes. Scarce. £250
73. Henry Williamson. Donkey Boy. Macdonald, London 1952. First edition. 8vo. 400pp. Top

edge spotted, encroaching occasionally to the upper margin of several leaves; and a lengthy
but light crease to half a dozen preliminary leaves. A very good copy in pictorial dust
wrapper designed by James Broom Lynne; the wrapper a little spotted at the rear panel,
chafed at edges and corner tips and with several short tears. £75
74. Henry Williamson. Donkey Boy. Macdonald, London 1952 [i.e. circa 1970]. A re-issue of

the first edition, printed from the original sheets but with a new casing, dated 1952 but
clearly much later. 8vo. 400pp. A touch of spotting to edges and preliminary leaves. Very
good in very good dust wrapper with a somewhat garish and unsympathetic design. The
Golden Virgin was also re-issued at about the same time in a uniform dust wrapper. £20
75. Henry Williamson. Young Phillip Maddison. Macdonald, London 1953. First edition. 8vo.

416pp. Tiny nick to base of upper gutter. An extremely crisp and bright copy in James
Broom Lynne-designed price-clipped dust wrapper, lightly faded and tanned at spine panel,
with a hint of tiny chafing to one or two extremities and a little dust marking to the rear
panel. Tiny dealer plate to front pastedown. £150
76. Henry Williamson. The Golden Virgin. Macdonald, London 1957. First edition. 8vo. 448pp.

Small bump to the tip of a single corner and lightly dust marked at top edge. Binding slightly
cocked and with some fox spotting to preliminary leaves and sporadically to margins
throughout. A nice crisp copy in Broom Lynne-designed price-clipped dust wrapper, lightly
spotted at rear panel and a little rubbed at chafed at head of spine panel. Neat former owner
name inked to front endpaper. £50
77. Henry Williamson. The Golden Virgin. Macdonald, London [circa 1970]. A reissue of the

third impression. 8vo. Ridge to backstrip and an area of surface abrasion to front endpaper
where two stickers have been removed. A nice bright copy housed in a fractionally chafed
version of the new dust wrapper which foregoes the striking Broom Lynne pictorial design.
This re-issue is printed from the sheets of the 1966 third impression and re-cased in linson. It
retains the 1966 publication date but cannot have been issued prior to the early 1970s when
the ISBN system was introduced. Macdonald also reissued Donkey Boy at about the same
time, housed in a dust wrapper featuring a similar uniform design. £20
78. Henry Williamson. Love and the Loveless. Macdonald, London 1958. First edition. 8vo.

384pp. Edges spotted and cloth a little discoloured at one or two edges. A trace of nearinvisible partial browning to endpapers. A nice bright copy in a somewhat handled example
of the Broom Lynne dust wrapper, with several lengthy tears, a little resulting creasing and a
scattering of light spotting to the rear panel. The publisher’s red spine panel colouring is
faded as is so often the case. £50

79. Henry Williamson. A Test to Destruction. Macdonald, London 1960. An uncorrected proof

copy of the first edition bound in the publisher’s card wrappers, which are a little chafed and
stained. With proof ink-stamp to half-title and neat inked name of former owner. £25
80. Henry Williamson. The Innocent Moon. Macdonald, London 1961. First edition. 8vo.

415pp. Top edge lightly dust marked and with just a trace of light browning to endpapers. A
very good copy in delightful Broom Lynne-designed dust wrapper, just a little dust marked at
rear panel and very lightly faded at spine panel. Attractive former owner bookplate to front
pastedown. £40
81. Henry Williamson. It Was The Nightingale. Macdonald, London 1967. First edition. 8vo.

360pp. A little smattering to spotting to top- and fore edge occasionally encroaching to leaf
margin extremities. An extremely crisp and bright copy in Broom Lynne-designed dust
wrapper, lightly sunned at spine panel and marked at rear panel. £30
82. Henry Williamson. It Was The Nightingale. Macdonald 1967. An uncorrected proof copy

of the first edition bound in the publisher’s card wrapper. Quite a crisp copy, creased at spine.
£25
83. Henry Williamson. The Power of the Dead. Macdonald, London 1963. First edition. 8vo.
365pp + [iii] series advertisements. Two miniscule marks to upper board, else in fine state
with dust wrapper, just fractionally marked at predominantly white rear panel. £25
84. Henry Williamson. The Phoenix Generation. Macdonald, London 1965. First edition. 8vo.

384pp + iv adverts for the Chronicle. Top edge fractionally spotted. A hint of browning and a
neat former owner name inked to front endpaper and some notable tape reside marks to front
pastedown where some newspaper clippings, now absent, have been adhered. A very crisp
and bright copy in dust wrapper, quite tanned at spine panel as in so often the case with this
volume and two or three tiny nicks to top edge. £20
85. Henry Williamson. A Solitary War. Macdonald, London 1966. First edition. 8vo. 374pp + iv

adverts for The Chronicle. A small area of residue to front endpaper from a now-absent
sticker, otherwise in fine state with virtually fine dust wrapper. £25
86. Henry Williamson. Lucifer Before Sunrise. Macdonald, London 1967. First edition. 8vo.

515pp + [iv] publisher's catalogue advertising further volumes of The Chronicle. A tiny hint
of spotting to top edge, else in fine state with virtually fine Broom Lynne-designed dust
wrapper, red colouring at spine panel lightly faded as is invariably the case with this volume.
£25
87. Henry Williamson. Lucifer Before Sunrise. Macdonald, London 1967. An uncorrected

proof copy of the first edition bound in the publisher’s card wrappers, which are quite
sunned and a little foxed in places. Spine showing signs of readership creases and with a little
foxing to preliminary leaves. Front wrapper stamped "Uncorrected Proof. Not to be
reproduced" with the publication date 26th October 1967. Contemporary newspaper clipping
and publishers complements slip laid-in. £35
88. Henry Williamson. The Gale of the World. The fifteenth and final volume of A Chronicle of

Ancient Sunlight. Macdonald, London 1969. First edition, second state (the first state was
recalled and pulped following a series of mishaps). 8vo. 368pp. Trifling stain to top edge and
a little light scuffing to tip of front endpaper, else an extremely crisp and bright copy in very
good dust wrapper, fractionally rubbed at head of spine panel. This final volume of
Williamson's celebrated Chronicle is becoming increasingly scarce in any edition. £75

THE HENRY WILLIAMSON ANIMAL SAGA
89.

Henry Williamson. The Henry Williamson Animal Saga. Macdonald, London 1960. First
edition of this collection of four Williamson animal stories, comprising new texts of Tarka
the Otter and Salar the Salmon; and revised versions of The Epic of Brock the Badger and
Chakchek the Peregrine, plus a short introduction by the author written especially for this
edition. 8vo. 477pp. A tiny trace of spotting and a single small stain to top edge. A small
bump impacts the tips of a dozen leaves. A very good copy in lightly chafed and dust marked
dust wrapper with a single short closed tear. £15

COLLECTED NATURE STORIES
90. Henry Williamson. Collected Nature Stories. Macdonald, London 1970. First edition of this

collection of thirty Williamson stories, many revised and re-titled, and with a new general
introduction by the author, who also provides a new preface of each of the three main
sections. Large 8vo. 472pp. Errata slip. Illustrated with thirty-five full-page Tunnicliffe
woodcuts plus several vignettes, and twelve headpieces by Broom Lynne. A hint of dust
marking to top edge and of spotting to endpapers. Spine ends lightly bruised. A nice bright
copy in very lightly edgeworn price-clipped dust wrapper. £10

POSTHUMOUS PUBLICATIONS
91.

Henry Williamson. The Weekly Dispatch. The Henry Williamson Society 1983. A reprint of
the 1969 first edition (which was limited to just 7 numbered copies), with a new introduction
by John Gregory. 8vo. 54pp. Stapled card wrappers. Includes all of the articles contributed by
Williamson to The Weekly Dispatch between the years 1920-21. Card wrappers. A very good
copy, wrappers just fractionally chafed at several extremities. £5

92.

Henry Williamson. Days of Wonder. Contributions to The Daily Express. The Henry
Williamson Society 1987. First edition. 8vo. Card-wrappers, in fine state. £10

93.

Henry Williamson. From a Country Hilltop. Edited and introduced by John Gregory. The
Henry Williamson Society 1988. First edition. A fine copy. A selection of articles collected
from The Co-operative Home Magazine, Home Magazine and The Sunday Times. £10

94.

Henry Williamson. A Breath of Country Air. Parts I & II. Edited and introduced by John
Gregory. The Henry Williamson Society 1990-01. First editions. 8vo. In fine state. Articles
originally contributed by Williamson to the Evening Standard during 1944 and 1945, plus
Quest a series of fifteen pieces written for Woman's Illustrated and Eve's Own in 1946. £20

95.

Henry Williamson. Spring Days in Devon and Other Broadcasts. . Transcriptions of twentytwo of Williamson's broadcast talks for the BBC. Edited by John Gregory. The Henry
Williamson Society 1992. First edition. 8vo. Card wrappers. Near fine. £10

96.

Henry Williamson. Pen and Plough. Further Broadcasts. Edited and with an introduction
by John Gregory. The Henry Williamson Society 1993. First edition. 8vo. 105pp. Card
wrappers, in fine state. A sequel to Spring Days in Devon; twenty-one transcripts for
broadcasts by Williamson from April 1938 to May 1967, taken primarily from his typescripts
and mms, but with some from BBC transcripts. £10

97.

Henry Williamson. Threnos for T.E.Lawrence and Other Writings. Together with A
Criticism of Henry Williamson’s ‘Tarka the Otter’ by T.E.Lawrence. The Henry Williamson
Society 1994. First edition. 8vo. 134pp. Card wrappers. Light readership creases to spine.
Very good. Williamson's Threnos, originally published in two issues of The European during
the summer of 1954, precedes a selection of thirteen introductions, prefaces and essays. £10

98.

Henry Williamson. Green Fields and Pavements. A Norfolk Farmer in Wartime. With
illustrations by Michael Loates. The Henry Williamson Society 1995. First edition. 8vo
165pp. Top edge lightly spotted, else in fine state with dust wrapper. £20

99.

Henry Williamson. T.E.Lawrence Correspondence with Henry Williamson. Edited by Peter
Wilson. With a prologue and epilogue by Anne Williamson and a foreword by Jeremy
Wilson. Castle Hill Press, Hants 2000. First edition – number 168 of 600 cloth-bound copies
(from a total edition of 702). Tall 8vo. 219pp. The subscribers full brown cloth binding. Top
edge gilt. With a portrait frontispiece of Williamson drawn by Powys Evans. A fine copy in
dust wrapper, fine but for a miniscule nick to the base of the front joint-fold. Former owner
bookplate to front pastedown, partially obscured by the wrapper flap. £125

EDITED MATERIAL AND COLLABORATIONS
100. James Farrar. The Unreturning Spring. Being the Poems, Sketches, Stories and Letters of

James Farrar. Edited and with an introduction by Henry Williamson. Williams & Norgate,
London 1950. First edition. 8vo. 241pp. With a portrait frontispiece. Cloth a little faded at
board extremities and top edge lightly dust marked. A very good, bright copy in price-clipped
dust wrapper, with just a trace of the usual spine panel tanning, a single tiny area of loss and
just a touch of edgewear. Contemporary former owner names neatly inked to front endpaper.
Stories, poems and letters of a young airman killed in action in 1944. "Had he lived, what
books James Farrar would have written! He is an authentic voice of those who fell in the
war, and of those who survived" - from Williamson's introduction. £75
101. Olive Hawks. What Hope for Green Street? Jarrolds [1946]. Second impression of Hawk’s

debut novel, written during her internment at Holloway Prison. This copy signed by the
author and dated the year of publication. 8vo. 128pp. Cloth just a little marked in places, and
lightly chafed at several extremities. A single short repaired tear to the margin of one leaf. A
very good, bright copy, albeit printed on cheap wartime paper-stock. No dust wrapper.
Hawks’ novel was anonymously re-written prior to publication by Henry Williamson (in a
letter dated 26th August 1945 to his long-time friend and subsequent biographer Lois
Lamplugh, Williamson states “I rewrote a book for someone recently, it comes out soon with
Jarrolds, called What Hope for Green Street? After that, the first-author (whose work was
jejune and only partly readable) must dree her own weird. I’ll give no more advice.”). The
full extent of Williamson’s rewrite is not possible to determine. The dust wrapper for Hawks’
fourth novel, A Sparrow for a Farthing (1950), notes that Hawks’ debut “was discovered and
launched by Henry Williamson” and Hawks was clearly thankful for his assistance,
dedicating her second novel, Time is my Debtor (1947), “Gratefully to Henry Williamson”.
Despite this we have found no evidence that the two knew each other or ever met, despite
both being born and brought up in the same area of South East London, and both being
members of the British Union of Fascists. An exceptionally scarce book (we have only ever
handled a single copy previously), and even more so with the author’s signature. £250
Olive Hawks was a leading woman member of the British Union of Fascists. She became
the party's Women's Organiser in Lewisham in 1934, appointed the prospective
parliamentary candidate for Camberwell in 1937 and its national Chief Woman's
Organiser by 1940. That same year she was interned for four years as Nazi Sympathiser.

102. John Heygate. Decent Fellows. Mundanus, London 1930. First edition - the scarce

casebound lending library issue (all other UK issues were produced with card wrappers).
Binding aside, there is no indication of former library ownership. 8vo. 317pp. Cloth a little
marked and spotted, and lightly faded at spine. Paper stock tanned and with a minor slant to
the binding. Heygate's first book, written about Eton College, and dedicated to (and some say
partly written by) Henry Williamson (who provided an introduction to the US edition
published the following year). £150
103. Henry Williamson. [Capt. Douglas Herbert Bell]. A Soldier’s Diary of the Great War.

[Edited by and] with a lengthy introduction by Henry Williamson. Faber & Gwyer, London
1929. First edition. 8vo. 252pp. A trace of dust soiling to cloth, spine ends lightly rubbed and
a speck or two of miniscule staining to backstrip. An extremely crisp and bright copy, lacking
the scarce dust wrapper. £30
Published anonymously, Douglas Bell was at school with Williamson and is the
dedicatee of ‘A Fox Under my Cloak’
104. Henry Williamson. An Anthology of Modern Nature Writing. Edited and with an

introduction by Henry Williamson. Thomas Nelson, ‘Modern Anthologies’ series, London
1936. First edition. Small 8vo. 277pp. A lovely crisp copy in slightly tanned and rubbed dust
wrapper. An eight-page introduction precedes a selection of twenty-seven prose pieces
selected from the works of Thomas Hardy, W.H.Hudson, Richard Jefferies, John Galsworthy,
Joseph Conrad, Edward Thomas, George Burne, Siegfried Sassoon, V.M.Yeates,
H.M.Tomlinson, Edmund Blunden, D.H.Lawrence, H.E.Bates and others. Williamson also
includes his own story A Summer Afternoon by the Sea, originally printed in The Labouring
Life (1932). £8
105. Henry Williamson. My Favourite Country Stories. Selected and edited by Henry

Williamson. Lutterworth, London 1966. First edition. 8vo. 143pp. A very good copy in priceclipped dust wrapper, lightly chafed at one or two edges and with several short tears. Former
owner bookplate to front pastedown. Includes contributions from Richard Jefferies, Alison
Uttley, W.H.Hudson, James Farrar and, H.M.Tomlinson, Flora Thompson, Richard Calvert
Williamson, Ruth Tomalin, H.Plunket Greene, the Earl of Bessborough and Thomas Hardy.
£5
106. Henry Williamson & Lilias Rider Haggard. Norfolk Life. Faber, London 1943. First

edition. 8vo. 209pp. A nice crisp copy, albeit printed on fairly cheap wartime paperstock
which is now a little tanned. Housed in a nice, bright dust wrapper, just a little rubbed and
chipped at spine ends and with some tanning to spine panel. Bookplate to front endpaper. A
compilation of articles and nature-notes originally contributed pseudonymously by Lilias
Rider Haggard to the Eastern Daily Press. Williamson collaborated with her as editor, adding
notes and a commentary. £15

RICHARD JEFFERIES
107. Henry Williamson. Richard Jefferies. Selections of his Work, with details of his Life and

Circumstance, his Death and Immortality. Faber, London 1937. First edition. 8vo. 422pp.
Illustrated with eight photographic plates. Some spotting to endpapers and several
preliminary leaves. A nice, bright if slightly dusty copy in dust wrapper, tanned at spine
panel, a little dusty, rubbed at spine ends with several tiny areas of loss and with a tear to the
rear panel. Former owner name neatly inked to front endpaper, alongside a handsome former
owner bookplate, and with a tiny dealer plate to the front pastedown. £30

108. Henry Williamson. Richard Jefferies. Selections of hid Work, with details of his Life and

Circumstance, his Death and Immortality. Faber, London 1947. New edition. 8vo. 318pp.
Cloth lightly faded at extremities of boards. An extremely crisp and bright copy in dust
marked, chafed and creased dust wrapper with several lengthy tears. Neat former owner
name inked to front endpaper. £20
109. Richard Jefferies. Hodge and his Masters. Revised and with a Foreword by Henry

Williamson. Methuen, London 1937. A proof copy of this revised edition, bound in the
publisher’s card wrappers which are quite marked and occasionally creased. 8vo. 369pp. A
good, scarce proof copy of Williamson's re-working of Jefferies' celebrated work, which was
quite coolly received in some quarters owing to Williamson's fairly radical revisions, which
involved moving chapters around, leaving some out, cutting and joining others and changing
most of the headings (as described in the 6-page foreword). £25
110. Richard Jefferies. Hodge and his Masters. Edited, with revisions and a foreword by Henry

Williamson, with illustrations and photographs. Methuen, London 1937. A new edition,
extensively re-written by Henry Williamson. 8vo. With eight half-tone plates. A very good,
bright copy, with just the faint shadow of former owner pencil markings to front endpaper.
Title page fractionally fox-spotted. In attractive pictorial dust wrapper, rubbed at some
extremities and with a fraction of loss to head of spine panel. £30
111. Richard Jefferies. Hodge and His Masters. Edited and with an introduction by Henry

Williamson. Faber, London 1946. A new issue of Williamson’s 1937 edit, with a new
introduction (comprising rearranged passages from the original foreword combined with new
text) plus some further fairly minimal structural revisions. 8vo. 340pp. Top edge very lightly
spotted. A very crisp copy in tanned dust wrapper, price-clipped and with a little loss to spine
panel ends. Former owner name neatly inked to front endpaper. Williamson’s extensive
revision of Jefferies novel (here sub-titled A Classic of English Farming) was not met with
unanimous praise: chapters are moved around or omitted entirely, others are combined and
most of the headings are altered (more so in this 1946 edition). £10

CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOOKS
112. Henry Williamson contributes The Confessions of a Fake Merchant to the anthology The

Book of Fleet Street. Edited by T.Michael Pope. With illustrations. Cassell, London 1930.
First edition. 8vo. 306pp. With seven plates by various artists and a frontispiece, Among the
Nerves of the Street, by C.R.W.Nevinson. A slightly dusty copy, boards lightly marked in
places and spine a little faded. Foxing to fore-edge and preliminary leaves. Slight nick to
head of spine panel. No dust wrapper. Memoirs of the journalistic profession from around the
world, as recollected by Henry Williamson (this being the first appearance in print of his
twenty-three page story), Arthur Machen, Alec Waugh, Vernon Bartlett, H.M.Tomlinson,
J.B.Morton, D.B.Wyndham Lewis, Hilaire Belloc, J.B.Priestley &c. £10
113. Henry Williamson provides a five-page introduction to H.A.Manhood’s Little Peter the

Great. A story. With a tipped-in frontispiece by Rowland Hilder. William Jackson (later
Joiner & Steele), ‘The Furnival Books’ series, London 1931. First edition, limited to 550
copies signed by the author and printed at the Chiswick Press. Tall 8vo. 95pp. Buckram.
Top edge gilt, others rough-trimmed. Buckram fractionally faded at backstrip, head of upper
board a little rubbed and with a hint of speckling to endpapers. A very good copy. No dust
wrapper, as issued. The seventh volume of the Furnival Books series. £15

114. Henry Williamson provides a lengthy introduction to Nature in Britain. An Illustrated

Survey. B.T.Batsford, London 1936. First edition. 8vo 250pp. With a colour frontispiece and
over 140 photographs. Top edge dust marked. An unusually crisp and bright copy in
handsome double-spread pictorial dust wrapper, a little rubbed and chafed at extremities and
with a lengthy tape-repaired tear. Includes contributions by Frances Pitt, Seton Gordon,
E.G.Boulenger, L.C.Bushby, R.St.Barbe Baker and Robert & Edward Gathorne-Hardy. £10
115. Henry Williamson contributes a four-page introduction to Sir E.John Russell’s English

Farming. Collins, ‘Britain in Pictures’ series, London 1941. First edition. Tall 8vo. 47pp.
Paper-covered boards. With twelve colour plates, and various monochrome reproductions in
the text. Spine ends rubbed and with a little spotting to occasional leaf margins. A very good
copy in dust wrapper, lightly spotted at flaps and rear panel, tanned at spine panel and with a
tiny sliver of loss to the head of the spine. Tiny dealer plate to front pastedown. £15
116. Henry Williamson contributes A Devon Stream to the anthology Countryside Mood. Edited

and with an introduction by Richard Harman, and illustrated with photographs and with
wood engravings by Joan Rickarby. The Blandford Press, London [1943]. First edition. 8vo.
208pp. Free endpapers lightly spotted. A very good copy in lightly tanned and dust marked
dust wrapper, chafed at the head of the spine panel and with a single tiny area of loss.
Williamson’s nine-page story is a redrafted version of a piece which originally appeared in a
June 1943 issue of Strand under the title The Story of a Devon Stream. Other contributors
include Adrian Bell, H.J.Massingham, Frances Pitt &c. £10
117. Henry Williamson contributes his story The Ackymals to the anthology Voices on the Green.

Edited by A.R.J.Wise & Reginald A.Smith. Michael Joseph, London 1945. First edition. 8vo.
223pp. A very good copy in price-clipped dust wrapper, chipped at extremities with several
small areas of loss and some accompanying creasing. The Ackymals (local dialect for blue-tit
or great-tit) is one of Williamson’s more promiscuous stories, appearing originally in the
periodical The London Mercury in January 1927. Its first and only separate bookform
appearance was in 1929 in the US, where it was published as a fine press limited edition, and
it subsequently appeared in assorted revised states in The Village Book (1930) and Tales of a
Devon Village (1945) – the revisions for the latter appearance being replicated for this
anthology appearance. Other contributors include Stephen Spender, H.E.Bates, V.SackvilleWest, Edmund Blunden, Thomas Burke, A.P.Herbert &c; and wood engraved illustrations
are provided by Eric Ravilious, Agnes Miller Parker, Ethelbert White, Blair Hughes Stanton,
Clifford Webb and others. £15
118. Henry Williamson contributes The Clodhoppers to the anthology Countryside Character.

Edited and with an introduction by Richard Harman, and illustrated with photographs, plus a
colour painting by Peter Scott and various wood engravings by Joan Rickarby. The
Blandford Press, London 1946. First edition. 8vo. 235pp. Top- and fore edge a little spotted.
A very good copy in dust wrapper, a little soiled at rear panel and with a sliver of loss to the
head of the spine panel. Contemporary former owner inscription inked to the head of the
front endpaper. Williamson’s seventeen-page story was originally printed over three
December 1943 issues of the Eastern Daily Press, and its appearance here is the only bookform
printing of the story. Other contributors include Daphne Du Maurier, Adrian Bell, A.G.Street,
H.J.Massingham, Frances Pitt, Rhys Davies &c. £10
119. Henry Williamson contributes The Winter of 1941 to The Pleasure Ground. A Miscellany of

English Writing. Edited by Malcolm Elwin and illustrated with photographs. Macdonald,
London 1947. First edition. 8vo. 297pp. A very good copy in slightly rubbed and chafed dust
wrapper. Contemporary former owner gift inscription inked to the head of the front free
endpaper. The first appearance in print of Williamson’s nineteen-page story. £10

120. Henry Williamson contributes an epilogue to George G.Gill’s A Fight Against Tithes.

Edited by Donald Gill and S.S.Gill. Privately Printed, Haslemere 1952. First edition. 8vo.
Paper-covered boards with a title-label. Frontispiece. A very good copy, just a little rubbed at
head of spine. Former owner name inked over a slightly scuffed area of the front endpaper.
Scarce. £135
George Gill (from the same family as Eric Gill) died prior to completion of this work
and it was finished by his wife who showed the manuscript to Williamson because of his
farming links. A note at the front thanks Williamson for his “unrestricted help” and he
also provides the epilogue (dated 1949) which includes a number of his personal
wartime farming recollections (“During late February I had been plowing all night by
the moon and all day by the sun in order to catch up with the work. Carting and
loading 200 tons of sugar-beet in a rainy autumn had kept the tractor-plow idle, as
labour was short in those war years. I was a teamsman, too, and had to feed three
horses at 5.30a.m. And, of course, the business manager and clerk, filling in forms for
wood, for new machinery, for petrol, for feeding-stuffs, for seed-corn, as well as the
accounts, in time snatched from meals and mending machinery which was always being
broken. There was book-writing, too, in order to educate the children – for my farm,
locally known as convalescent Home – supported all who worked on it, except the
farmer”).
121. Henry Williamson contributes his Wedmore Memorial Lecture Some Nature Writers and

Civilization to an issue of Essays by Divers Hands. Being the Transactions of the Royal
Society of Literature. New series, volume XXX. Edited by N.Hardy Wallis. Oxford
University Press, London 1960. First edition. 8vo. 159pp. Spine a little discoloured.
Endpapers browned and lightly spotted, else an extremely clean and bright copy in dust
wrapper, chipped at top edge and quite sunned at spine panel. £10
122. Henry Williamson contributes a revised introduction and a brand new preface to

V.M.Yeates’ Winged Victory. Jonathan Cape, London 1961. A new edition with a revised
introduction. 8vo. 456pp. Fore edge fox spotted and head of spine lightly bruised. An
exceptionally crisp and bright copy in handsome double-spread pictorial dust wrapper
exhibiting just a tiny hint of spotting and soiling. £50
The first edition of this text was published in June 1934 and dedicated to Williamson at
whose suggestion the book was begun, and with whose encouragement and help it was
written and ended. A second impression was issued in November 1934, Yeates died the
following month and as a result later copies of this second impression include
Williamson's tribute which is dated January 1935. This Cape reprint includes a revised
Tribute and a one-page Preface to the New Edition dated July 1961.
123. Henry Williamson contributes a revised introduction and a brand new preface to

V.M.Yeates’ Winged Victory. Jonathan Cape, London 1961. A new edition with a revised
introduction by Williamson. 8vo. 456pp. As above, quite a bright copy, lacking the dust
wrapper. £10
124. Henry Williamson contributes his essay, A First Adventure with Francis Thompson, to

Francis Thompson’s The Mistress of Vision. With a commentary by the Rev. John O'Connor,
and a preface by Father Vincent McNabb. Now reprinted with an introduction by Joseph
Jerome [i.e. Brocard Sewell] and Williamson’s essay. Saint Albert's Press 1966. First edition
- limited to 500 numbered copies. xix + 23pp. Tall 8vo. Full blue buckram. Upper board
lifting a fraction, else in fine state. £20

BOOKS FROM HENRY WILLIAMSON’S LIBRARY
125. [Henry Williamson]. Souvenir of the Nineteenth Annual Re-Union of the “Chums”

Battalions (10th and 11th Lincolnshires) held at the Town Hall, Grimsby, Saturday, December
11th 1937. Henry Williamson’s copy, with the following presentation inscription inked to
the inner front wrapper: “To Henry Williamson with warmest wishes for success and
happiness in the “fields” he has recently adopted. From Tom Spence [Assistant Secretary]
Dec 11 1937”. Tanned and slightly chipped card wrappers with a string binding. A nice
bright copy of a most uncommon item. Both Williamson and William Kermode are
mentioned in the ‘Secretary’s Notes’ section, and nearly 100 of Kermode’s Patriot’s
Progress linocuts are reproduced in reduced size. The wine list looks pretty good too! £60
126. [Henry Williamson]. Grace and Favour. The Memoirs of Loelia Duchess of Westminster.

Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London 1961. Fourth impression. Henry Williamson’s copy, with
his signature and the date December 1961 inked to the head of the front endpaper.
Williamson has also added a considerable amount of inked underlining and annotations to the
chapter detailing her ‘Bright Young Thing’ years (these notes clearly indicating that Loelia
was an inspiration for the character of Philip Maddison’s wife Lucy). £125
127. [Henry Williamson]. Richard Aldington. David Herbert Lawrence in Selbstzeugnissen und

Bilddokumenten. Rowohlt, ‘Rowohlts Monographs’ series, Hamburg 1961. Probably the first
German edition of this monograph on D.H.Lawrence – his copy inscribed “To Henry!
[Williamson] with affectionate Richard [Aldington]”. Card wrappers with a cloth binding.
Fairly cheap paperstock, yet still quite a nice bright copy. Williamson and Aldington were
close friends; following the 1929 publication of The Wet Flanders Plain Aldington sent HW
a very complementary letter, and later contributed to the HW-edited Adelphi. Williamson
spent time in Aldington’s home in the south of France, and their relationship even survived
the writing and publication of Aldington’s controversial book on T.E.Lawrence). £50

WRITINGS ABOUT HENRY WILLIAMSON
128. Bernard Bergonzi. Heroes' Twilight. A Study of the Literature of the Great War. Coward-

McCann Inc, New York 1966. First American edition. 8vo. A virtually fine copy - just a little
bumped at head and base of spine, in dust wrapper, a little worn at head and tail of spine and
fractionally at some extremities. Includes analysis of Williamson, Sassoon, Owen, Aldington,
Graves, Brooke, Blunden, Rosenberg, et al. £20
129. Sue Caron. A Glimpse of Ancient Sunlight. Memories of Henry Williamson. With a foreword

and notes by Brocard Sewell. The Aylesford Press, 1986. First edition, one of 400 numbered
copies (out of a total edition of 460). Stiff card wrappers. 8vo. 34pp. With a portrait
frontispiece and one photograph. A fine copy in fine dust wrapper. £30
130. Daniel Farson. Henry. An Appreciation of Henry Williamson. Michael Joseph, London

1982. First edition. 8vo. 246pp. Illustrated with nineteen photographs and reproductions. Top
edge lightly spotted. A very crisp copy in dust wrapper, rear wrapper flap lightly spotted. £10
131. Daniel Farson. Sacred Monsters. Bloomsbury, London 1988. First edition. Small 4to.

205pp. A fine copy in very slightly rubbed and summed dust wrapper. A collection of
twenty-six essays about the various monstres sacrés Farson befriended. Includes a chapter
(An Eightieth Birthday at Ox’s Cross) on Henry Williamson, plus depictions of meetings
with Somerset Maugham, Tennessee Williams, Robert Graves, Brendan Behan, Kingsley
Amis, Colin Wilson, Francis Bacon, Graham Sutherland, Lucian Freud &c. £15

132. I.Waveney Girvan. A Bibliography and a Critical Survey of the Works of Henry Williamson.

Compiled by I.Waveney Girvan. Together with Authentic Bibliographical Annotations by
Another Hand [i.e. Henry Williamson]. The Alcuin Press, Gloucestershire 1931. First edition,
limited to 420 copies. 8vo. 56pp. Two-tone decorated holland-backed cloth boards with a
tanned and chipped paper spine label, and a replacement tipped-in. Board extremities a little
darkened and with a single inked annotation in the text. Very good. £75
133. Ted Hughes. Henry Williamson. A Tribute. The text of a tribute by Ted Hughes given at the

Service of Thanksgiving at the Royal Parish Church of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, 1 December
1977. Rainbow Press, London 1979. First edition, one of a limited issue of 26 lettered copies
reserved for the author, out of a total edition of 200, all of which were signed by Ted
Hughes. Designed and printed by Sebastian Carter at the Rampant Lions Press on Zerkall
mould-made paper. With a portrait frontispiece by Bill Thomson. Sewn plain card wrappers.
In fine state with fine integral dust wrapper. £175
134. Lois Lamplugh. A Shadowed Man: Henry Williamson 1895–1977. With a foreword by

Richard Williamson. Wellspring, Devon 1990. First edition. Card wrappers (not issued in
casebound format until the following year). 8vo. 190pp. Very light readership creases to
spine, else fine. £10
135. Lois Lamplugh. A Shadowed Man: Henry Williamson 1895–1977. With a foreword by

Richard Williamson. The Exmoor Press, Somerset 1991. The revised second edition, and the
first casebound issue. 8vo. 2020pp. Illustrated with eighteen photographs, none of which
appeared in the first edition. A short crease to the title page, else a fine copy in dust wrapper,
with some fading to the publisher’s red spine panel colouring. £10
136. Hugoe Matthews. Henry Williamson. A Bibliography. Halsgrove, Tiverton 2004. First

edition. 8vo. 232pp. A fine copy in dust wrapper. Matthews' scholarly and exhaustive
bibliography of Williamson, covering every book publication in extensive detail and with
appendices for books edited by and with contributions by Williamson; periodical
contributions; and selected works about Williamson. Essential for the collector. £15
137. J.Middleton Murry. Katherine Mansfield and Other Literary Studies. With a foreword by

T.S.Eliot. Constable, London 1959. First edition. 8vo. 162pp. A single tiny blemish to upper
board and a trace of spotting to extreme upper edge of title page and a few subsequent leaves.
A virtually fine copy in dust wrapper, lightly tanned at spine panel, and a little chafed and
marked. Neat former owner inscription to front free endpaper. Eliot’s six-page foreword
precedes studies of George Gissing, Katherine Mansfield and Henry Williamson (the first
appearance in print of this lengthy Williamson essay, subsequently reproduced by the Henry
Williamson Society in 1986). £15
138. John Middleton Murry. The Novels of Henry Williamson. With an introduction by

J.W.Blench. The Henry Williamson Society, 1986. First edition thus. A reprint of the essay
which first appeared posthumously in Murry's 1959 collection Katherine Mansfield and other
Literary Studies. 8vo. 78pp. Card wrappers. A virtually fine copy. £20
139. Adam Reed. Literature and Agency in English Fiction Reading. A Study of the Henry

Williamson Society. University of Toronto Press, Toronto 2011. First Canadian edition. 8vo.
212pp. Illustrated with six photographs (a double-numbering error suggests only five). Tip of
two corners very lightly bumped, else in fine state with dust wrapper, marred only by a single
lengthy yet superficial score to front panel and a tiny nick to head of spine. The first
anthropological study of fiction reading and the first ethnography of British literary culture,
the result of a long-term study of the Henry Williamson Society. £50

140. Herbert Faulkner West. The Dreamer of Devon. An essay on Henry Williamson. The

Ulysses Press, London 1932. First edition – limited to just 250 copies. The title page bears an
almost entirely erased yet just discernable presentation inscription from the author. 8vo.
35pp. Paper-covered cloth. With a portrait frontispiece which has at some point been
incorrectly reattached adjacent to the dedication leaf instead of the title page. Cloth
fractionally rubbed at one or two extremities and with a single tiny bump to base of upper
board. Some fairly light fox spotting to edges, preliminary leaves and the occasional margin.
Former owner name and date neatly inked to front endpaper. £125
141. Herbert Faulkner West. The Dreamer of Devon. An essay on Henry Williamson. The

Ulysses Press, London 1932. First edition – limited to just 250 copies. 8vo. 35pp. Papercovered cloth. With a portrait frontispiece. Cloth lightly worn at head of spine panel and
extremities of boards lightly sunned. Internally in fine state. £100
142. Anne Williamson. Henry Williamson. Tarka and the Last Romantic. Alan Sutton,

Gloucestershire 1995. Corrected reprint, issued the same year as the first edition – this copy
inscribed by the author on the title page to an un-named recipient. 8vo. 368pp. Portrait
frontispiece of Williamson by C.F.Tunnicliffe, and various photographs, maps and
reproductions. A fine copy in fine dust wrapper. Typescript of a review laid-in, alongside a
letter from the reviewer to the author. £35
143. Anne Williamson. A Patriot's Progress. Henry Williamson and the First World War. With

illustrations. Alan Sutton 1998. First edition. 8vo. 208pp. With a frontispiece by Nevinson,
fifty-two photographs and four maps. A fine copy in dust wrapper. £20
144. Anthology. Henry Williamson. The Man, the Writings - A Symposium. Tabb House,

Cornwall 1980. First edition. 8vo. 165pp. With a portrait frontispiece and eight photographs.
Includes contributions by Brocard Sewell, David Hoyle and Diana Mosley, short memoirs by
Alexandra Burgess and Kerstin Hegarty (two of Williamson's former secretaries), together
with a reprint of the address given at Williamson's memorial service by Ted Hughes. A fine
copy in virtually fine price-clipped dust wrapper. £10
145. Henry Williamson. Tarka Country. A forty-four page 'Green Guide' to the Devon of

Williamson's Tarka the Otter produced by the Tarka Country Tourism Association. Stapled
card wrappers. With a double-spread colour map and various illustrations, plus a number of
commercial adverts. In fine state. £5

